Simulation System for Document Image Restoration Using Mean Shift Filtering and Multi Directional Wavelet Transform
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ABSTRACT
Indonesia is known as a country that has a lot of heritage, some of them are old historical documents. Each of the old document has meaning and connection towards another documents. Unfortunately, due to the age of the documents, an error in the storage system and quality of the paper or ink cause the documents broken or damaged. The way to solve the problem is using image restoration method like mean shift filtering and multi directional wavelet transform. On one hand, the procedure of mean shift filtering is finding modes from image data set distribution, on the other hand, directional wavelet transform procedure able to exploit the directional property of the strokes which separated the foreground strokes and the interference mainly in different wavelet frequency. Based on the performance of each method to restore the damaged document image, this research propose to make a simulation for image restoration using both of these methods. Through this, user can choose which method will give the better output to restore based on the damaged of old document image. The study for this research is an experimental because this research do investigation for the damaged document image. Development and testing of the research output.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a country with abundant numbers of historical and cultural heritage. The most common historical and cultural heritage of Indonesia can be seen through temples, statues, old inscription including some old documents. The documents are priceless and consist of various meaning and yet they usually interconnected with other old documents. According Viscount St. Davids (1993), Old documents are precious heritage which tell event or moment of earlier time that has probably not been revealed yet. The old documents are one of the important sources of national historical evidence that a nation can realize how the situation of its nation in the past. old document which tells the story of the past is an important legacy.

Old documents stored too long in storage media without any good treatment causing documents to be damaged. In addition to the storage and retrieval, quality factor of materials such as paper and ink of the documents also be another factor of the damage or disruption to the document called noise. One type of noise that often occurs in old documents is ink bleed removal. Ink bleed removal is a matter of the emergence of a variety of signs and graffiti that affect print quality documents such as the writing that appears on the back side of the document, the ink is widening, it is a sign of the error due to the digitization process and so on. The emergence of a variety of marks on the document causes the old content of the document to be difficult to read and recognize. There are so many ways to improve the quality of the image that has degradation, one of them is using image processing techniques which leads to the methods of image restoration. Imagery is one of the restoration process in image processing which aims to improve the image quality decreased quality or interference (noise) [1]. In order to get the restoration of the image from the old documents, the object of the documents should be digitized to produce the image / picture. The benefit of this technique image restoration is that we can avoid the physical contact against old recordings because it works with old
recordings which been digitized (imagery) so that the quality the old document does not increasingly declining. There are 39 image of old documents that will be restored in this study and those documents derived from the National Archives of the Republic of Indonesia (ANRI). Characteristic of the old document is a flowing handwriting font style with a certain incline degree. These type of noise that appeared in the documents grouped into 4 categories which some of the documents included to more than one kind of noise category, namely:
1. Amount of noise in the background documents. There are 12 documents that take account in this category.
2. Noise in the form of a widening ink, ink set is a result of ink splashes. There are 12 documents that take account in this category.
3. Noise arising because of digitizing errors. There are 12 documents that take account in this category.
4. Noise in the form of printed paper from the back side of the document that appears on the front side of the document. There are 12 documents that take account in this category.

Figure 1. Ink Bleed Removal Document Image (National Archives of the Republic of Indonesia)

There are so many methods of image restoration has been done in the previous studies, such as K-means algorithm by classification techniques, K-means algorithm with serialization techniques, and K-means algorithm by recursive application techniques (PCA). The working of the K-means clustering algorithm through a classification technique is to divide the document image into 3 classes, namely class background, original text, and interfering strokes. Distribution of this document aims to extract the text on the front side of the document in order to obtain the original text and how to work with the K-means algorithm is serializing it by using the principle of sliding window on the entire image. Whereas the K-means technique PCA is generated through a binary tree where only part logarithmic histogram satisfying condition leaves are processed [2]. Nevertheless, these three algorithm are less effective if the last posts on the front side of the document containing more than 1 color and imagery of the old document restored contains too much noise. Besides that the main problem of using K-means classification technique is that the system requires supervision or involvement of the user to determine the number of areas (clusters) that will be formed and the color sample from each class (cluster) is not done automatically. In addition to K-means clustering algorithm, there are other algorithms that can be used for image restoration using the Negishi Tresholding binary techniques. This algorithm is used to extract characters from text image containing background noise (noisy background). This algorithm is suitable for image and document that has complex noise (too degrade document image) and large in size, but it is very possible that can lead to a state of gray level characters overlap between the foreground and the background of the document section [3]. The failure of this algorithm could be undertaken using the method of morphological techniques to extract text with the condition overlap with the back side of the document [4], however, both of these algorithms were not able to restore the image of the old document effectively.

Based on a literature review, number of methods that have been mentioned are still showing limitations in restoring the image of old documents, especially for the 4 types of noise like the previous explanation. Therefore, to overcome the limitations of some of these methods, we need an algorithm that
powerful (robust), and this algorithm can be used to restore the image of an old document with specifications typeface and type of noise like the previous explanation. For those purpose, the researcher proposed algorithm; mean shift filtering. This algorithm is an algorithm that applies techniques of finding modes (local maxima), classifying a set of data points from the document image into several groups with great accuracy [5]. This algorithm is suitable for the case of the data points that are not in order (number and irregular distribution of sample data), therefore, it works according to the type of noise or damage to the image of an old document.

In the very beginning, this mean-shift algorithm used as a tool to find a group of modes from a set of sampling data (points data) based on the probability density function, however, this algorithm had been done successfully to bring forward segmentation image processing. Mean shift algorithm is more efficient to work on l.u.v color space, because of some previous studies showed that l.u.v color space is more efficiently used when the search process and the determination of the points nearby have in common (similarity) specific (based on the features of the image). The level of similarity adjacency points are calculated using the Euclidean distance equation. Of some applications. The essence mean shift algorithm shows some important points as follow:

1. The input of this algorithm is a set of data points,
2. Areas of data points which is the densest region of an image identify the modes (local maxima) are formed.
3. Initial procedure of the mean-shift algorithm defines some window search randomly
4. Mean-shift algorithm works interactively to achieve convergence.

Each iteration of the algorithm shows window search would shift toward the densest data sets (densest region). Window search will always be headed to the densest region because the mean shift algorithm works based on Parzen windows estimation.

In addition to the mean shift filtering algorithm, there is also method that more widely used lately and this method is proposed as the side by side method of the first one. The second method proposed is directional wavelet transform. The superiority of the method to analyze the image signals on certain components including the degree of slope on component number 45 and component number 135; the horizontal component and vertical component. Directional wavelet transform is used to exploit the directional character in a document and be able to separate the writing on the front side of the document (foregroundstroke) and things that interference in different wavelet frequency domain [6]. On directional wavelet transform, the coefficient of horizontal, vertical and diagonal convoluted with a matrix that represents a particular direction. Matrix equation is as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\tilde{x} \\
\tilde{y}
\end{pmatrix} = A \begin{pmatrix}
x \\
y
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Where the value of \( c = \sqrt{2} \), this means that every point in X and Y convoluted with matrix A then result \( x1 \) and \( y1 \). To recover the original signal (signal reconstruction) then using inverse wavelet transform with the opposite direction of the forward wavelet transform (decomposition). There are 4 stages of directional wavelet transform methods are:

1. Forward wavelet transform without down sampling to separate the image based on different wavelet frequency domain.
2. Convolution process on the horizontal component, diagonal and vertical
3. Thresholding (binarization) on each coefficient of each sub-band
4. Inverse wavelet transform

With the capabilities of the two algorithms; the mean shift filtering and directional wavelet transform, the researcher proposed to create a simulation of the process of image restoration by making use of both these algorithms at once. Through both simulation of this algorithm, the user can select direct or experiment with them to restore the image, or in other words, the user can select which algorithm can generate the best output (the output image quality) according to the level of the damage to the input image. This simulation is implemented with the programming language Matlab based on GUI (Graphical User Interface) making it easier for the user when the application will be used for this simulation.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

In accordance to the previous explanation, this research aims to implement a simulation of two algorithms for image restoration of old documents; mean shift filtering algorithms and multi directional wavelet transform. At the beginning of the process, the researcher is collecting data to support both primary data and secondary data. Following the first process, the researcher started to do some literature review to see the development of image restoration algorithms that fit to the data. From the results of the literature review,
the researcher formulated the problem which would be the benchmark of this study beside determine two methods will used.

Design research is an experimental design for this study produces a product in the form of technology to make restoration (improvement) on the image of old documents that were damaged or degraded. This technology is simulation system of the two algorithms, namely the mean shift filtering and multi directional wavelet transform. In carrying out this study, researchers conducted several stages. These stages adapted to systems development methods and each algorithm involved. Generally speaking, there are 9 steps:

1. Finding the problem
2. Literature review of the study that has been done previously to see what methods/algorithms that fit the image restoration problem
3. Formulation of the problem (set the hypothesis as the results of a literature review)
4. Design research methodology
5. Supporting research data collection. Including the image of digitizing old documents that will constitute the input image for the system to be built
6. Analysis of research data. Specify the disturbance or damage to the image of the image based on inputs gathered in the previous stage
7. Development of the simulation system for image restoration involving two algorithms
8. The trial of the system simulation results of step 7
9. The results of the research

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Output of this research is a simulation system for document image restoration using both of mean shift filtering and multi directional wavelet transform method. After the simulation system for image restoration involving two algorithms had been developed, next step, researcher tested against the system. Assessment of test results remains subjective through the comments from 10 partisipants about what the most appropriate algorithm used with the input image given. In order to further facilitate the implementation of test systems, researcher divided 39 input image into 4 groups according to the type of damage the image as an explanation on the previous sections. All the participants were asked to analyze the results of the restoration on the entire document in every category of noise. In this case each participant was asked to choose which algorithms provide the best results for each restoration documents (of 12 documents) on each type of noise. The results of testing of the system give the following outcome:

1. In the first group of damaged image which expose much noise in the background document images show that directional wavelet transform method is better than the mean shift filtering method
2. In the second group which damaged image is because of the dilated ink or ink splashes showed a significant difference in quality. The test result showed that the two methods are not so good to solve this type of noise
3. In the third group, the damaged image due to the digitization errors indicates that the mean shift filtering method is better than the method of directional wavelet transform
4. In the fourth group which damaged image is because of the printed paper from the back side of the document that appears on the front side shows that directional wavelet transform method slightly superior to the method of mean shift filtering.

The following row is a graph showing the results of the comparison of both algorithms for the first and second types of noise:
The results from the simulation system can be seen in the following examples: Example image as input, both of the output image (after restoration) by each algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the description of the results of the research on in the form of system simulation old document image restoration application is that users can decide for themselves what is the most appropriate method and provide the best image output between the two existing algorithms based on the type of damage to the image of the old document. Currently research involving two algorithms for 39 input images and concatenated with type writing certain degree slope. Researcher expects future research to develop a system in which the simulation algorithm thus involved more than two types of method as well as much more disorders that can be restored. In addition to further development researcher expects the system to accommodate a standard format or the characteristics of the input image (*.Bmp, *.Jpg, *.Gif, *.Png, ... etc)
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